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DIARY OF EVENTS

17th JANUARY 2013 -  ANATOMY OF THE HONEYBEE
7:30pm at the Chapel, Spy Lane, Loxwood

Daisy will provide an illustrated lecture covering the bee’s anatomy and will 
provide an insight in to the effect our everyday handling has on our bees.

25th JANUARY 2013 -  COLONY INCREASE AND MANAGING SWARMS

There are some places remaining for this lecture which will take place on 25th 
January. If you would like to attend, booking is essential by contacting me 
glover.fletchingshollow@gmail.com
 
The day will commence at 10.00am and run through to around 4.00pm. You 
would need to bring your own lunch, but tea/coffee will be provided. Please 
let me know quickly if you have not already booked, but would like to attend.

BEEKEEPING - BEGINNERS DAY   -      02 MARCH 2013
Pulborough Village Hall. For details see www.wgbka.org.uk



PATTERSON IN PRINT

I first wrote PiP in January 2005 because the then Newsletter Editor, Derek Yates, had no regular copy. I 
am very busy at the moment and as it is Dec 24th and I haven’t thought of anything to write for this issue, 
I thought I would take a look and see what I had written about in that first one. BBKA News Editor Sharon 
Blake had asked me to write something for BBKA News about WG, because many BKA’s were still on a down-
ward spiral and as we were moving ahead, it would show something positive. I won’t claim credit for the current 
popularity in beekeeping as there are enough doing that already, but what WG can claim credit for is managing the situation 
much better than many other BKAs. We have adapted to suit the situation quite well where some others have either capped 
membership or stopped running beginners/taster events.

We have changed a lot since January 2005 and the vast majority of current members have joined since then. I suspect the 
only regular attendees at meetings are Judy Knight and I who were members then. When you get older it seems easy to 
remember further into the past and off the top of my head the changes at WG in the last 8 years are many and include:-

•	 Introduction	of	the	Beginners	Day.	This	has	become	probably	the	largest	one	day	beginner’s	event	in	the	country	
and is so well respected that many attendees have been recommended by previous attendees.
•	 We	have	gone	from	having	about	3	very	stroppy	colonies	in	poor	equipment	to	what	we	now	have.	Although	the	
occasional colony will flare up, it’s not surprising when there are usually 40+ colonies opened by different people.

•	 Beginner’s	package.
•	 We	have	moved	apiary	site	from	the	centre	of	the	farm.
•	 We	now	have	a	structured	teaching	programme.
•	 Members	are	studying	for,	taking	and	passing	beekeeping	exams.
•	 Tom’s	shop	where	we	sell	the	basics	members	need.
•	 Winter	learning	sessions
•	 Website.
•	 Attend	outside	events

There	are	many	other	benefits	our	members	enjoy	that	are	not	provided	by	other	BKAs.	Just	recently	I	had	an	email	from	a	
lady beekeeper who is a member of a BKA in the Midlands. From the content of her email I would think she is a good and 
knowledgeable beekeeper and I quote….

“We have a few very good old beekeepers around here, but none of them have much if anything to do with the association, 
allowing	people	who	like	being	important	to	lead	those	who	come	in	afresh	and	are	duly	respectful	of	them.	They	don’t	have	
an apiary of any description other than their own hives and I was horrified last year when we attended the only apiary meet-
ing they organised which was held at an office-holder’s house where each hive he opened was in a terrible state. Chalkbrood 
was rampant in every hive, two were definitely queenless, one with laying workers, he couldn’t prise the frames out because 
of brace-comb and propolis, breaking several in the attempt, queen cells of every age were all over the place and this man 
quite	seriously	told	us	he	didn’t	have	any	problems!	Six	brand	new	beekeepers	were	in	attendance	and	the	only	thing	they	
could have learned was how not to use the smoker.
Sorry, I can probably out-rant most people when it comes to bad beekeepers.”

During the year I see several situations like this and the above could be written about many of them. I keep telling you bee-
keeping is fun!

I am getting reports from many beekeepers throughout the country that bees are getting very short of food. I know that is 
the case locally as well. I’m not sure of the reasons, but in the last few years a significant number of colonies have not taken 
food in the autumn as they should have done. All I can suggest is that you have a look fairly regularly. If it is cold and the 
bees are clustered have a look at where they are. If they are some distance down from the top bars with sealed food above 
them they will be O.K. for some time, but if they are right up against the top bars they will probably be short.
The	only	things	you	can	do	to	stop	starvation	are	to	give	a	frame	of	food	each	side	of	the	cluster,	but	in	contact	with	the	
bees, from another colony that can afford it, or candy/fondant. If the bees are very short of food then slice off some candy 
and push it down between the frames and pack it up to the top bars, then put the candy above the cluster. We did this to a 
colony Martin Hill acquired at the turn of last year that had virtually no food. It survived, but sadly died out in the summer 
– I think a queen problem.

An	hour	ago	I	had	a	message	from	Tom	asking	if	we	can	fix	a	date	for	oxalic	treatment.	He	had	asked	me	some	time	before,	
but I have waited because the weather forecast hasn’t looked cold enough. Tom will cover it elsewhere, but conditions need 
to be right. Not only has the mild weather caused the bees to break cluster it has probably meant the queens have continued 
laying.	This	of	course	means	that	most	of	the	varroa	are	in	sealed	brood	and	the	OA	will	have	little	effect.	

Roger



OXALIC ACID

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

IMPORTANT - MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR 2013

YOU ARE KINDLY REMINDED THAT MEMBERSHIPS ARE 
NOW DUE 

PLEASE SEE DECEMBER’S NEWSLETTER
 OR

 RING GORDON ON 01798 343470

As	last	year,	we	struggled	to	find	the	right	weather	for	oxalic	acid	application	this	year.		It	has	again	been	so	(relatively)	mild,	
and	the	bees	rather	active	and	more	widely	dispersed	in	the	hives	than	we	would	like.		After	much	studying	of	the	extended	
weather forecasts we chose Tuesday 2nd January – and we got it right!  It was a lovely but cooler day and lots of members 
came to Dounhurst to pick up their supplies.  With the following day also cooler, they were able to treat their hives on either 
Tuesday or Wednesday.

We know that this anti-varroa treatment can be vital in reducing numbers of mites, with benefits throughout the coming 
year.	This	winter	a	lot	of	the	hives	have	become	weaker	than	normal,	and	have	consumed	more	stores	than	is	usual	by	
this	time.	We	fear	there	may	be	high	losses.	However,	losses	will	not	be	due	to	oxalic	acid	treatment!		We	have	used	this	
treatment for at least 7 years now and in the last 4 years have supplied over 1400 hive treatments through WGBKA without 
a single loss attributable to its use.

A	few	members	who	normally	take	oxalic	acid	from	us	did	not	respond	this	year.	I	do	have	a	small	amount	of	surplus	
solution,	so	if	you	are	one	of	those	people,	and	you	would	like	some,	let	me	know	by	14th	January	(contact	details	at	the	top	
of	the	newsletter).	After	that	date	I	will	destroy	any	remaining.

Roger

Tom



MEETINGS 2013

Colony Increase and Managing Swarming
 
There	are	some	places	remaining	for	this	lecture	which	will	take	place	on	25th	January.	If	you	would	like	to	attend,	booking	
is essential by contacting me glover.fletchingshollow@gmail.com
 
The	day	will	commence	at	10.00am	and	run	through	to	around	4.00pm.	You	would	need	to	bring	your	own	lunch,	but	tea/
coffee will be provided. Please let me know quickly if you have not already booked, but would like to attend.
 
John
 
  
 
Group Winter Learning
 
If you have registered for this, I will be letting you know dates shortly. If you have not registered, but would like to attend, 
it is not too late to let me know. As previously requested, please indicate your preference for weekdays or weekends. glover.
fletchingshollow@gmail.com

 
John

The	BBKA	are	offering	the	following	written	exam	modules	to	be	taken	on	Saturday	23rd	March	2013:

Module 1 - Honey bee Management

Module 2 - Honey bee Products and Forage

Module 3 - Honey bee Pests, Diseases and Poisoning

Module 6 - Honey bee Behaviour

Module 8 - Honey bee Management, Health and History

You can find lots more information on the BBKA web-site, such as the syllabus and hints on how to pass.
http://www.bbka.org.uk/learn/examinations__assessments/modules

If you want to enter, or discuss what is involved, please give me a call/send me an email.  Forms have to be with the West 
Sussex	Exams	coordinator	by	Feb	1st,	so	I	would	need	to	have	them	by	mid-day	Jan	28th,	so	that	they	can	be	countersigned	
and	forwarded.		The	cost	is	£20	per	module	and	the	exams	take	90	minutes	each.		Several	Wisborough	Green	members	have	
already	taken	some	(or	all)	of	them,	so	there	is	plenty	of	advice	available.

Gordon
Membership Secretary
petworthgordon@btopenworld.com
01798-343470

SPRING MODULES 2013



SATURDAY 23rd FEBRUARY 2013

Enclosed with this month’s newsletter is all of the information, including the Booking Form for the WSBKA Spring Con-
vention 2013.  As ever, we will have renowned speakers at the Convention.  A day not to be missed and so book now! 

Speakers

Dr Dino McMahon is currently carrying out research in Germany and has flown over especially for the Convention.  Dino 
will present the first main lecture on the impact and status of emergent diseases, Nosema ceranae and DWV.
Our second speaker is Richard Ball who spent many years as a Bee Inspector and finally as National Bee Inspector for 
England and Wales.  He will be talking on ‘Reading the Bees’ as his main lecture subject as well as delivering a seminar on 
how to get the best out of foundation and ways to use new drawn comb. 

Our third main lecture will be presented by Mark Greco.  Mark applies the latest non-invasive techniques to the study of 
insects.		His	main	talk	will	be	on	explaining	the	principles	of	researching	honey	bees	using	Diagnostic	Radioentomology	
and he will also be delivering a seminar on dissecting bees without touching them.

In addition to the main lecturers, we are also privileged to have further seminar speakers. 

Dr	Stephen	Case-Green	will	deliver	a	seminar	on	the	incredible	range	of	wax	uses.		Stephen	is	from	The	British	Wax	Re-
fining	Co.	Ltd,	based	in	Redhill,	Surrey	and	has	a	wealth	of	expertise	in	this	subject.		

Roger	Patterson	is	well	known	to	us	in	West	Sussex	through	his	involvement	with	Wisborough	Green	BKA	and	the	
WSBKA.  Roger will present a seminar on ‘New Queens - Using Simple Methods’.  

Sue	Cooper	is	a	fellow	beekeeper,	having	kept	bees	since	1986.		She	has	an	MA	in	Natural	Sciences	and	is	an	expert	on	
biological control, which is the subject of her seminar.  

Further speaker details are available in the Convention papers.  An impressive line-up!

As	last	year,	lunch	is	included	in	the	price.	The	day	promises	to	be	both	entertaining	and	stimulating	and	so	book	early	to	
ensure	your	place	on	the	seminars	of	your	choice.		For	West	Sussex	Beekeepers	there	is	a	special	price	of	£20	per	person,	
yet another benefit of membership of our Association.  

We look forward to seeing you at the Convention.  

Contact: Gordon Allan on 01798 343470 or email wsbkaconvention@gmail.com or see the website 
www.bbka.org.uk/local/westsussex.

WSBKA ANNUAL CONVENTION 2013

In need of more beekeeping information?       Try Dave Cushman's website dave-cushman.net



        Aadam Van Der Poll

 

Hello	Everyone,	I'm	currently	studying	Animal	Conservation	and	Biodiversity	at	The	University	of	

Greenwich. I'm busy in my third year and for my dissertation I'm going to find out what could contribute 

to bee diseases and if bee diseases are random or systematic in there nature in England.

Part of it is asking bee keepers questions and I’ve just recently completed my questionnaire on survey 

monkey here is the link http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CRGZVGF

If	you	need	anymore	information	on	anything	please	feel	free	to	contact	me	:).

SURVEY REQUESTS

SOUTH EAST REGION HONEY SURVEY

Please find attached the 2012 South East region honey survey.

Regards

Alan Byham
SE Regional Bee Inspector
The	Food	and	Environment	Research	Agency	-	National	Bee	Unit
email: alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk
Tel/fax:	01306	611016
Mob: 07775 119447
FERA website: http://www.fera.defra.gov.uk
National Bee Unit website: www.nationalbeeunit.com



WWWEEESSSTTT SSSUUUSSSSSSEEEXXX
BBBEEEEEEKKKEEEEEEPPPEEERRRSSS’’’ Annual Convention

AAASSSSSSOOOCCCIIIAAATTTIIIOOONNN Saturday 23rd February 2013

At Lodge Hill Centre, Watersfield, Pulborough 9.30am to 4.30pm

The West Sussex Beekeepers’ Association is pleased to invite beekeepers and those
interested in bees and beekeeping to the WSBKA Annual Convention. The event is designed
to suit beekeepers of all standards. As well as the main lectures, the seminars offer a choice
of more specialised topics. We hope you will be joining us.

Main Lectures

Impact and status of emergent diseases
Nosema ceranae and DWV on honey bees Dr Dino McMahon
and bumble bees

Reading the Bees Richard Ball

Researching bees using Diagnostic
Radioentomology Mark Greco

In addition there is a choice of seminars:

Seminar 1 (you can attend one of these)
1) Dissecting bees without touching them Mark Greco
2) New Queens – Using Simple Methods Roger Patterson
3) Beeswax and its uses Dr Stephen Case-Green

Seminar 2 (you can attend one of these)
4) Biological Control Sue Cooper
5) How to get the best out of foundation and

ways to use new drawn comb Richard Ball

For all your beekeeping needs, Paynes Southdown Bee Farms will also be present at the
Convention

Advance booking per person, WSBKA members £20
Members of other associations and non-members £25

On the day if space allows £25

Full details and booking form on the WSBKA website www.bbka.org.uk/local/westsussex
or contact Gordon Allan on 01798 343470 or email wsbkaconvention@gmail.com



West Sussex Beekeeper’s Association Annual Convention – 23rd February 2013

Details of the Day and Speakers’ Profiles
The West Sussex Beekeepers’ Annual Convention has again attracted top speakers to cover a wide range of
topics throughout the day. As well as the main lectures, you can attend two additional seminars on different
specialist subjects. Please indicate your first, second and third choices as spaces on some seminars will be
limited. We will, of course, do our best to meet your individual wishes. Please apply as soon as possible to
have the best chance of attending your preferred seminars. We hope there will be plenty to interest you.

Richard Ball
Richard started beekeeping with his own bees in 1984. In 1996 he was appointed as a Seasonal Bee
Inspector for Surrey and Sussex and then moved to Devon to be Regional Bee Inspector for the South West
of England. In 2006 he became National Bee Inspector having responsibility for the Bee Inspection Service
for England and Wales. He retired from this post in 2009 continuing within the Bee Unit as an Extension
Officer until finally retiring at the end of 2011.

Following the discovery of pyrethroid resistant Varroa mites in Devon, he has worked hard to raise
awareness of the importance of Integrated Pest Management for mite control along with other bee disease
issues.

Richard still keeps bees and is Chairman of the Devon Apicultural Research Group. He has lectured
throughout the United Kingdom and also in the Republic of Ireland, Malta and Romania.

Richard will be speaking on ‘Reading the Bees’ and covers assessing what bees are doing by observing
activity within the apiary and during colony examinations. He will also talk on ‘How to get the best out of
foundation and ways to use new drawn comb' in which he will also discuss the Bailey Comb Change and
how to use artificial swarms to change brood combs – both important for disease control.

Mark Greco
Mark is a Research Scientist at the Department of Biology and Biochemistry, University of Bath. He applies
the latest non-invasive techniques to the study of insects and insect colonies by the use of X-ray
computerised tomography (Diagnostic Radioentomology).

This can determine bee behaviours in the hive and the dynamics in a honey bee colony and also allows for
experimentation and analysis without disturbing the bees from their normal behaviour.

His main talk will be on explaining the principles of ‘Researching bees using Diagnostic
Radioentomology’.

Mark will also be presenting a talk on ‘Dissecting bees without touching them’ and explaining new
techniques for assessing the external and internal morphology of honey bees.

Dr Dino McMahon
Dino has a BA in Biological Sciences and DPhil in The Molecular Evolution of Strepsiptera. He is currently
carrying out research in Germany and has flown over especially for the Convention.

Honey bees are natural hosts to a number of native viruses, microsporidian, bacterial and fungal pathogens.
Dino is particularly interested in the interactions between them, whether they conflict with or co-operate with
each other and how host variables (e.g. age, caste etc.) or other factors (such as order of parasite arrival,
dose or other types of environmental variation) impact the honey bee host.

Several non-native pests and pathogens have created problems in honey bee colonies. In his presentation,
Dino will be concentrating on ‘The impact and status of emergent diseases Nosema ceranae and DWV
(Deformed Wing Virus) on honey bees and bumble bees’.



Sue Cooper
Sue has an MA in Natural Sciences. On leaving Cambridge University, she worked firstly at a garden
nursery in Rustington that was just starting into Biological Control. She moved from there to a specialist
producer and then on to what was at the time called ‘English Woodlands’, who were branching out into work
for growers along the south coast.

Sue has owned her own business, BIOWISE, since 2001. BIOWISE is an independent British company
specialising in the production of biological controls for supply to amateur gardeners, professional growers
and other biocontrol companies.

Sue is also a fellow beekeeper, having kept bees on a small scale since 1986, and is generally interested in
wildlife and insects in particular. She will be speaking to us on ‘Biological Control’.

Roger Patterson
Roger is well known to us in West Sussex. He started keeping bees in 1963 and at one stage kept up to 130
colonies. He is a practical beekeeper, concentrating on the basics and keeping things simple.

He is President and Apiary Manager for Wisborough Green BKA and is heavily involved as a demonstrator
and in supporting and giving tuition to beekeepers of all abilities. Roger is also involved with the WSBKA
and is currently a member of the BBKA Executive, BDI Vice President and a BIBBA Committee Member. In
addition he has worked with IoM and Orkney beekeepers to help improve their bees.

His presentation is called ‘New Queens - Using Simple Methods’ and he will show that we are often given
opportunities to improve the quality of our bees without the need for a queen rearing programme or specialist
queen rearing equipment.

Dr Stephen Case-Green
Stephen is from The British Wax Refining Co. Ltd, based in Redhill, Surrey.

Founded in 1914 by Sidney Charles Case-Green, the company has a very long tradition of refining and
processing natural waxes from all sources including beeswax. It remains a family-owned company supplying
waxes to a wide range of industries, including pharmaceuticals, cosmetic and beauty, oil and gas
exploration, defence, food, dairy, fine art, leather, furniture, fibre-glass, candle-making and timber
preservation.

Stephen is the 4th generation of the Case-Green family to be involved in the management of the company
and has a wealth of expertise in this subject. He will be sharing this with us and also the incredible range of
beeswax uses.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The convention is also a great opportunity to stock up on equipment and reading matter for the coming
season. As usual, Paynes Southdown Bee Farms will bring a tremendous range of equipment and books to
the Convention, so don’t forget your shopping list!

The Convention Fee for West Sussex Beekeepers Association Members is £20 for the whole day if paid in
advance (received by Monday 18th February) and £25 for non-members, or on the day (subject to space
being available - choice of seminars may be limited).

Tea and coffee during the day are included and also a simple lunch.

Venue details: Lodge Hill Centre, Watersfield, Near Pulborough, West Sussex RH20 1LZ

Should you require further details, please contact Gordon Allan on 01798 343470 or email
wsbkaconvention@gmail.com or see the website www.bbka.org.uk/local/westsussex.

Attached is an application form that can be used for up to two delegates. This should be completed and
returned with your cheque (made payable to ‘WSBKA’) to Gordon Allan as soon as possible. It will be
acknowledged with tickets and a location map, for which a stamped addressed envelope would be
appreciated.



To: Gordon Allan, Stone House, High Street, Petworth, West Sussex GU28 0AU

Please send me …….. tickets for the WSBKA Convention to be held on Saturday 23rd February 2013.

I enclose a cheque for £………. made payable to ‘WSBKA’. (Ticket price is £20 each for WSBKA members
and £25 each for non-WSBKA members.)

A stamped addressed envelope for return of tickets and map would be much appreciated.

DELEGATE 1

Name……………………………………………. (please print) Telephone No. ………….…..…..

Address …………………………………………………………………………………………….……

........................................................................................ ........................................................... .

Post Code ……………………… Email ……………………………………………………………….

I am a member of ..................................................................Beekeepers’ Association (if any).

Seminars - In case your first choice is over-subscribed, please indicate your order of preference

Seminar 1 (you can attend one of these) Preference
1) Dissecting bees without touching them – Mark Greco First / Second / Third
2) New Queens - Using Simple Methods – Roger Patterson First / Second / Third
3) Beeswax and its uses – Dr Stephen Case-Green First / Second / Third

Seminar 2 (you can attend one of these) Preference
4) Biological Control – Sue Cooper First / Second
5) How to get the best out of foundation and First / Second

ways to use new drawn comb – Richard Ball

DELEGATE 2

Name……………………………………………. (please print) Telephone No. ………….…..…..

Address …………………………………………………………………………………………….……

........................................................................................ ........................................................... .

Post Code ……………………… Email ……………………………………………………………….

I am a member of ..................................................................Beekeepers’ Association (if any).

Seminars - In case your first choice is over-subscribed, please indicate your order of preference

Seminar 1 (you can attend one of these) Preference
1) Dissecting bees without touching them – Mark Greco First / Second / Third
2) New Queens - Using Simple Methods – Roger Patterson First / Second / Third
3) Beeswax and its uses – Dr Stephen Case-Green First / Second / Third

Seminar 2 (you can attend one of these) Preference
4) Biological Control – Sue Cooper First / Second
5) How to get the best out of foundation and First / Second

ways to use new drawn comb – Richard Ball

West Sussex Beekeeper’s Association Annual Convention – 23rd February 2013
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South-East Honey Survey 2012  
 

As always, I will start my report by thanking all the beekeepers who have taken the 
time to respond to my request for honey crop and price statistics.  This year I’ve had 

an absolutely fabulous response with 470 replies, so thank you very much. Many of 
the forms have comments, which are interesting and assist with the remarks that I 
make below.   

The average take per colony this season was an all time low at 19lbs per colony, 
considerably lower than last year’s poor 31lb and the worst average that I have ever 
recorded since I started surveying in 2005.  I 
made that remark last year and I sincerely 
hope that I don’t have to make it again next!  
You can compare previous year colony 
averages in this table.  

The year began well in March with warm, dry 
weather, colonies started well, expanding 
quickly, and the season looked promising.    
However, the weather then turned to rain that 
didn’t seem to stop for nearly three months.  

During this period colonies quickly ran out of 
food stores and often pollen stores, which led 
to colonies shrinking rather than expanding; much feeding of colonies was 
necessary.  The early spring nectar flows were washed out and top fruit, apples, 
pears etc. have cropped poorly, as bees were largely unable to pollinate the flowers.  
When the weather did break from the rain many colonies swarmed but it was still cool 
and uncertain leading to numerous queen failures and therefore colony failures.  The 
result of all this was that colonies were small and often unable to take advantage of 
any break in the weather and this, of course, led to poor honey crops in many areas. 
Many colonies consumed any crop they had collected in the spring and required 
feeding throughout the summer.  Also a large number of beekeepers reported that 
any honey crop they did gather was very high in water content, often around the 20% 
water mark.  In some areas there was a reasonable late flow from Water Balsam and 
Ivy but these didn’t compensate for the poor main flow.  There was some heather 
honey flow and I have some figures for this below.  

 

In the discussion below, I have made comparison with the final results from the 
previous survey asking the same questions about the 2011 season, so that you can 
compare this directly to last year’s survey. 

 

Year Average crop/col 

2005 53 

2006 51 

2007 38 

2008 47 

2009 36 

2010 46 

2011 31 

2012 19 
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Results 2012 

 Average Honey Yield per colony: 
470 replies ranging from 0.0lb to 226.0lb per colony 
2012 average = 19lb  (2011 = 31lb)  

 Direct Sales Price (Flower):  
166 replies ranging from £3.00/lb to £10.00/lb  
2012 average = £4.92/lb  (2011 = £4.70/lb)  

 Wholesale Honey Price (Flower):  
54 replies ranging from £2.66/lb to £13.00/lb  
2012 average = £4.20/lb  (2011 = £4.01/lb)  

 Bulk Honey Price (Flower):  
7 replies ranging from £2.35/lb to £10.70/lb  
2012 average = £4.16/lb  (2011= £3.28/lb) 

 Cut comb:  
17 replies were received ranging from £5.00/lb to £12.00/lb.  
2012 average = £9.52/lb  (2011 = £8.92/lb) 

 

Discussion 

These results are compiled from beekeepers owning between 0 and 50 colonies with 
total yields between 0lbs and 1350lbs.  This year I had the unusual situation where 2 
respondents had lost their colonies, due to poor queen matings by 31st August and 
therefore returned a survey with no honey and no colonies!  There is the usual wide 
variation in reported average honey yields – from 0 to 226lbs per colony, once again 
proving that however bad the season is, there is always someone who will collect a 
large crop. This year 99 beekeepers gave a zero honey return; 195 colonies varying 
between 0 and 8 owned.  77 responses indicated that they were new beekeepers, I 
took those that started this year and last (2011) as ‘new’.  Of the 77, 36 did not 
gather any honey crop.  This year’s average yield, 19lb, is 61% of last year’s crop 
(31lb) owed mainly to this summer’s extreme wet weather conditions.  Part of this low 
figure is due to the fact that many colonies only collected a small amount of honey 
and the beekeeper did not feel it was worth extracting, leaving the honey for winter 
feed.  Where mentioned these amounts were not included in the average, only honey 
that was taken as a crop. 

Last year I worked out an average figure for ‘producing’ colonies, being those 

colonies from which a beekeeper says they collect honey, rather than the total 
number that they own.  This year, as promised last year, I asked that question on the 
survey form and the results are interesting.  My strong belief is that the average 
honey crop figure should be based on the total number of colonies owned and put 
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through winter with all the attendant costs of feeding/treating for varroa etc. This is 
the system that I use to calculate average honey yields and will always continue to 
do so in future, so that there will be a direct comparison over the past years surveys.  
I use this figure for the calculations of average turnover per colony.  So, although the 
average per colony is 19lbs, the average per producing colony is 33lb.  If this number 
is compared with either of last year’s figures of 31lb and 36lb respectively it doesn’t 

seem as though this year has been particularly poor at all!  There is a danger that 
trying to ‘big up’ the crop, by giving the average of those colonies that produced 
rather than those that are owned, may be misleading.  According to this survey, of 
the 1985 colonies owned, only 1142 produced any honey. 

 

 

Figures for average turnover per colony 

Direct sales: 

166 replies provided a figure for this. 

Price range  £3.00/lb to £10.00/lb.   

Average price  £4.92 – 4.5% higher than 2011 

An average crop of honey per colony was worth £93.48 when sold direct at average 
price. (2011 = £145.74)   

 

Wholesale sales: 

54 replies provided a figure for this. 

Price range  £2.66/lb to £13.00/lb 

Average price  £4.20 – 4.5% higher than 2011 

An average crop of honey per colony was worth £79.80 when sold at wholesale 
price. (2011 = £124.31)   £44 less per colony than last year. 

 

Bulk sales: 

7 replies provided a figure for this. 

Price range  £2.35/lb to £10.70/lb 

Average price  £4.16 – 21.2% higher than 2011 

An average crop of honey per colony was worth £96.35 when sold at bulk price. 
(2011 = £101.68) 
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Cut Comb sales: 

21 replies provided a figure for this.  34 beekeepers said they collected cut comb 
honey.  Max crop 200lbs 

Price range  £5.00/lb to £12.00/lb 

Average price  £9.52 – 6.3% higher than 2011 

An average crop of honey per colony was worth £180.88 when sold at cut comb price 
(2011 = £276.52)  £95 less than last year! 

 

Heather honey sales: 

5 replies provided a figure for this, 4 for direct sales and one for wholesale.  13 
beekeepers said they collected heather honey.  Max crop 110lbs. 

Price range  £6.50/lb to 10.00/lb for direct sales; £10.00 for wholesale 

Average price  £7.96 – 37.2% higher than last year (£5.00) 

An average crop of honey per colony was worth £151.24 when sold at heather honey 
direct sales price (2011 = £150.00) 

 

County results 

This year I have worked out averages for the separate counties in the SE region to 
determine whether there was any appreciable difference in crop or price: 

County No of replies Av crop lbs Av direct sales price 

East Sussex 36 13 £4.68 

Greater London 153 20 £5.47 

Kent 87 19 £4.30 

Surrey 123 20 £5.06 

West Sussex 67 21 £4.57 

It appears from this that East Sussex has the poorest yields but Kent has the lowest 
prices. 

 

Some figures of interest from the survey: 

Total number of responding beekeepers   470 
Total number of colonies     1985 (on 31st August 2011) 
Average number of cols/beekeeper   4.2 
Average honey crop/beekeeper    80.4lbs 
Total number of colonies ‘producing’   1142  
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Total honey crop      37785lbs 16.87Tons 
Of which  Heather honey   376lbs 
  Cut comb    777lbs 
  Flower honey   36632lbs 
 

Approximate total honey production in the SE area: 

Number of beekeepers registered to BeeBase in SE 4276 
Estimate of ‘unknown’ beekeepers say 20%  855 
Total Beekeepers      5131 
Total number of colonies 5131 x 4.2   21550 
Total honey crop 21550 x 19lbs    183Tons 

 

National average figures 

Unfotunately, as I write this, I don’t yet have any comparison 

figures for other regions but will try to give some idea of total 
honey yield using the SE region figure (19lb) but please 
remember that other regions may have had considerably 
different averages for the season: 

 

Approximate total honey production in England and Wales: 

Number of beekeepers registered to BeeBase  28608 
Estimate of ‘unknown’ beekeepers say 25%  7152 
Total Beekeepers      35760 
Beebase average colonies per beekeeper   4.84 
Total number of colonies 35760 x 4.84   173078 
Total honey crop 173078 x 19lbs(SE average)  1468Tons 

 

 

 

Alan Byham 
S.E. Regional Bee Inspector 
National Bee Unit 
Tel: 01306 611016 
Email: alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk 

Website: www.nationalbeeunit.co.uk 

mailto:alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk
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